breakthrough TECHNOLOGY

JUST·LIFT®
with STATITE®
Commercial Fastening System™
The new JUST•LIFT® with STA-TITE® Commercial Fastening System™ seat delivers unprecedented performance, style and ease-of-use to the commercial market – from installation through daily cleaning.

**HYGIENIC**  The JUST•LIFT integrated hinge system provides access to those “hard to clean” areas in, around and beneath the hinge bodies.

**STYLE**  The style and comfort expected in a residential setting delivered in a visually appealing, heavy-duty seat built for commercial service.

**ROBUST**  Combines electropolished stainless steel lift posts for smooth up and down travel with commercial grade, over-molded stainless steel mounting bolts.

**EASIER**  One-piece nuts with integrated washers eliminate fumbling with individual nuts and washers during seat installation.

**FASTER**  Installs 33% faster than a traditional seat with traditional hinges.

**SECURE**  The STA-TITE Commercial Fastening System eliminates callbacks for loosened seats.

**HOSPITALITY**

Put toilet seat ring in the upright position. Hold ring firmly and pull up.

Clean on and around receptacle bodies, stainless steel rods and beneath hinge body.

Hold ring firmly and push down. Continue with normal cleaning of toilet seat ring.
ELECTROPOLISHED 300 SERIES STAINLESS STEEL PINTEL
Enhances Seat-to-Hinge Stability

GLASS-FILLED PROPYLENE HINGE BODY
Superior Strength and Durability.

ELECTROPOLISHED 300 SERIES STAINLESS STEEL LIFT POST
Smooth Up and Down Travel.

1-1/2" LIFT HEIGHT
Provides Access to Those “Hard to Clean” Areas In, Around and Beneath the Hinge Body.

RECEPTACLE ASSEMBLY
5a - MOLDED BUSHING
Eliminates Gap in Bolt Mounting Hole, Preventing Hinge Movement.

5b - OVER-MOLDED 3/8”-16 STAINLESS STEEL BOLT
Resists Corrosion.

GLASS-FILLED NYLON NUT WITH INTEGRATED WASHER
Provides Superior Clamping Force and Resists Corrosion.

SWAGE AREA
Provides Positive Stop When Lift Post is in Up Position, Preventing Seat From Lowering Prematurely.

SHEAR POINT
Nut Breaks Off Here at Precise Tightening Torque, Resulting in a Seat That Stays TITE!